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merchant may allow consumers to skip the December payment to encourage holiday 

shopping, or a teachers’ credit union may not require payments during summer vacation. 

Otherwise, the creditor must give notice prior to resuming the original schedule or rate, 

even though no notice is required prior to the reduction.  The change-in-terms notice may 

be combined with the notice offering the reduction.  For example, the periodic statement 

reflecting the reduction or skip feature may also be used to notify the consumer of the 

resumption of the original schedule or rate, either by stating explicitly when the higher 

payment or charges resume, or by indicating the duration of the skip option.  Language 

such as “You may skip your October payment,” or “We will waive your finance charges 

for January,” may serve as the change-in-terms notice. 

 9(c)(1)(iii)  Notice to restrict credit. 

 1.  Written request for reinstatement.  If a creditor requires the request for 

reinstatement of credit privileges to be in writing, the notice under § 226.9(c)(1)(iii) must 

state that fact. 

 2.  Notice not required.  A creditor need not provide a notice under this paragraph 

if, pursuant to the commentary to § 226.5b(f)(2), a creditor freezes a line or reduces a 

credit line rather than terminating a plan and accelerating the balance. 

9(c)(2)  Rules affecting open-end (not home-secured) plans.   

1.  Changes initially disclosed.  Except as provided in § 226.9(g)(1), no notice of 

a change in terms need be given if the specific change is set forth initially, such as rate 

increases under a properly disclosed variable-rate plan in accordance with 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(C).  In contrast, notice must be given if the contract allows the creditor 

to increase the rate at its discretion.   
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2.   State law issues.  Some issues are not addressed by § 226.9(c)(2) because they 

are controlled by state or other applicable laws.  These issues include the types of 

changes a creditor may make, to the extent otherwise permitted by this regulation. 

3.  Change in billing cycle.  Whenever the creditor changes the consumer’s billing 

cycle, it must give a change-in-terms notice if the change affects any of the terms 

described in § 226.9(c)(2)(i), unless an exception under § 226.9(c)(2)(v) applies; for 

example, the creditor must give advance notice if the creditor initially disclosed a 28-day 

grace period on purchases and the consumer will have fewer days during the billing cycle 

change.  See also § 226.7(b)(11)(i)(A) regarding the general requirement that the 

payment due date for a credit card account under an open-end (not home-secured) 

consumer credit plan must be the same day each month.  

4.  Relationship to § 226.9(b).  If a creditor adds a feature to the account on the 

type of terms otherwise required to be disclosed under § 226.6, the creditor must satisfy:  

the requirement to provide the finance charge disclosures for the added feature under 

§ 226.9(b); and any applicable requirement to provide a change-in-terms notice under 

§ 226.9(c), including any advance notice that must be provided.  For example, if a 

creditor adds a balance transfer feature to an account more than 30 days after account-

opening disclosures are provided, it must give the finance charge disclosures for the 

balance transfer feature under § 226.9(b) as well as comply with the change-in-terms 

notice requirements under § 226.9(c), including providing notice of the change at least 45 

days prior to the effective date of the change.  Similarly, if a creditor makes a balance 

transfer offer on finance charge terms that are higher than those previously disclosed for 

balance transfers, it would also generally be required to provide a change-in-terms notice 
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at least 45 days in advance of the effective date of the change.  A creditor may provide a 

single notice under § 226.9(c) to satisfy the notice requirements of both paragraphs (b) 

and (c) of § 226.9.  For checks that access a credit card account subject to the disclosure 

requirements in § 226.9(b)(3), a creditor is not subject to the notice requirements under 

§ 226.9(c) even if the applicable rate or fee is higher than those previously disclosed for 

such checks.  Thus, for example, the creditor need not wait 45 days before applying the 

new rate or fee for transactions made using such checks, but the creditor must make the 

required disclosures on or with the checks in accordance with § 226.9(b)(3). 

9(c)(2)(i)  Changes where written advance notice is required.  

1.  Affected consumers.  Change-in-terms notices need only go to those 

consumers who may be affected by the change.  For example, a change in the periodic 

rate for check overdraft credit need not be disclosed to consumers who do not have that 

feature on their accounts.  If a single credit account involves multiple consumers that may 

be affected by the change, the creditor should refer to § 226.5(d) to determine the number 

of notices that must be given. 

2.   Timing—effective date of change.  The rule that the notice of the change in 

terms be provided at least 45 days before the change takes effect permits mid-cycle 

changes when there is clearly no retroactive effect, such as the imposition of a transaction 

fee.  Any change in the balance computation method, in contrast, would need to be 

disclosed at least 45 days prior to the billing cycle in which the change is to be 

implemented. 

3.  Changes agreed to by the consumer.  See also comment 5(b)(1)(i)-6. 
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4.  Form of change-in-terms notice.  Except if § 226.9(c)(2)(iv) applies, a 

complete new set of the initial disclosures containing the changed term complies with 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(i) if the change is highlighted on the disclosure statement, or if the 

disclosure statement is accompanied by a letter or some other insert that indicates or 

draws attention to the term being changed.   

5.  Security interest change—form of notice.  A creditor must provide a 

description of any security interest it is acquiring under § 226.9(c)(2)(iv).  A copy of the 

security agreement that describes the collateral securing the consumer’s account may also 

be used as the notice, when the term change is the addition of a security interest or the 

addition or substitution of collateral. 

6.  Examples.  See comment 55(a)-1 and 55(b)-3 for examples of how a card 

issuer that is subject to § 226.55 may comply with the timing requirements for notices 

required by § 226.9(c)(2)(i). 

9(c)(2)(iii)  Charges not covered by § 226.6(b)(1) and (b)(2). 

1.  Applicability.  Generally, if a creditor increases any component of a charge, or 

introduces a new charge, that is imposed as part of the plan under § 226.6(b)(3) but is not 

required to be disclosed as part of the account-opening summary table under 

§ 226.6(b)(1) and (b)(2), the creditor may either, at its option (i) provide at least 45 days’ 

written advance notice before the change becomes effective to comply with the 

requirements of § 226.9(c)(2)(i), or (ii) provide notice orally or in writing, or 

electronically if the consumer requests the service electronically, of the amount of the 

charge to an affected consumer before the consumer agrees to or becomes obligated to 

pay the charge, at a time and in a manner that a consumer would be likely to notice the 
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disclosure.  (See the commentary under § 226.5(a)(1)(iii) regarding disclosure of such 

changes in electronic form.)  For example, a fee for expedited delivery of a credit card is 

a charge imposed as part of the plan under § 226.6(b)(3) but is not required to be 

disclosed in the account-opening summary table under § 226.6(b)(1) and (b)(2).  If a 

creditor changes the amount of that expedited delivery fee, the creditor may provide 

written advance notice of the change to affected consumers at least 45 days before the 

change becomes effective.  Alternatively, the creditor may provide oral or written notice, 

or electronic notice if the consumer requests the service electronically, of the amount of 

the charge to an affected consumer before the consumer agrees to or becomes obligated 

to pay the charge, at a time and in a manner that the consumer would be likely to notice 

the disclosure.  (See comment 5(b)(1)(ii)-1 for examples of disclosures given at a time 

and in a manner that the consumer would be likely to notice them.) 

9(c)(2)(iv)  Disclosure requirements. 

9(c)(2)(iv)  Significant changes in account terms.   

1.  Changing margin for calculating a variable rate.  If a creditor is changing a 

margin used to calculate a variable rate, the creditor must disclose the amount of the new 

rate (as calculated using the new margin) in the table described in § 226.9(c)(2)(iv), and 

include a reminder that the rate is a variable rate.  For example, if a creditor is changing 

the margin for a variable rate that uses the prime rate as an index, the creditor must 

disclose in the table the new rate (as calculated using the new margin) and indicate that 

the rate varies with the market based on the prime rate.  

2.  Changing index for calculating a variable rate.  If a creditor is changing the 

index used to calculate a variable rate, the creditor must disclose the amount of the new 
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rate (as calculated using the new index) and indicate that the rate varies and the how the 

rate is determined, as explained in § 226.6(b)(2)(i)(A).  For example, if a creditor is 

changing from using a prime rate to using the LIBOR in calculating a variable rate, the 

creditor would disclose in the table the new rate (using the new index) and indicate that 

the rate varies with the market based on the LIBOR.  

3.  Changing from a variable rate to a non-variable rate.  If a creditor is changing 

from a variable rate to a non-variable rate, the creditor must disclose the amount of the 

new rate (that is, the non-variable rate) in the table.  

4.  Changing from a non-variable rate to a variable rate.  If a creditor is changing 

from a non-variable rate to a variable rate, the creditor must disclose the amount of the 

new rate (the variable rate using the index and margin), and indicate that the rate varies 

with the market based on the index used, such as the prime rate or the LIBOR.  

5.  Changes in the penalty rate, the triggers for the penalty rate, or how long the 

penalty rate applies.  If a creditor is changing the amount of the penalty rate, the creditor 

must also redisclose the triggers for the penalty rate and the information about how long 

the penalty rate applies even if those terms are not changing.  Likewise, if a creditor is 

changing the triggers for the penalty rate, the creditor must redisclose the amount of the 

penalty rate and information about how long the penalty rate applies.  If a creditor is 

changing how long the penalty rate applies, the creditor must redisclose the amount of the 

penalty rate and the triggers for the penalty rate, even if they are not changing.  

6.  Changes in fees.  If a creditor is changing part of how a fee that is disclosed in 

a tabular format under § 226.6(b)(1) and (b)(2) is determined, the creditor must redisclose 

all relevant information related to that fee regardless of whether this other information is 
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changing.  For example, if a creditor currently charges a cash advance fee of “Either $5 

or 3% of the transaction amount, whichever is greater.  (Max: $100),” and the creditor is 

only changing the minimum dollar amount from $5 to $10, the issuer must redisclose the 

other information related to how the fee is determined.  For example, the creditor in this 

example would disclose the following: “Either $10 or 3% of the transaction amount, 

whichever is greater. (Max: $100).”  

7.  Combining a notice described in § 226.9(c)(2)(iv) with a notice described in 

§ 226.9(g)(3).  If a creditor is required to provide a notice described in § 226.9(c)(2)(iv) 

and a notice described in § 226.9(g)(3) to a consumer, the creditor may combine the two 

notices.  This would occur if penalty pricing has been triggered, and other terms are 

changing on the consumer’s account at the same time.   

8.  Content.  Sample G-20 contains an example of how to comply with the 

requirements in § 226.9(c)(2)(iv) when a variable rate is being changed to a non-variable 

rate on a credit card account..  The sample explains when the new rate will apply to new 

transactions and to which balances the current rate will continue to apply.  Sample G-21 

contains an example of how to comply with the requirements in § 226.9(c)(2)(iv) when 

(i) the late payment fee on a credit card account is being increased in accordance with a 

formula that depends on the outstanding balance on the account, and (ii) the returned 

payment fee is also being increased.  The sample discloses the consumer’s right to reject 

the changes in accordance with § 226.9(h).   

9.  Clear and conspicuous standard.  See comment 5(a)(1)-1 for the clear and 

conspicuous standard applicable to disclosures required under § 226.9(c)(2)(iv)(A)(1). 
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10.  Terminology.  See § 226.5(a)(2) for terminology requirements applicable to 

disclosures required under § 226.9(c)(2)(iv)(A)(1). 

9(c)(2)(v)  Notice not required. 

1.  Changes not requiring notice. The following are examples of changes that do 

not require a change-in-terms notice: 

i.  A change in the consumer’s credit limit except as otherwise required by 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(vi). 

ii.  A change in the name of the credit card or credit card plan. 

iii.  The substitution of one insurer for another. 

iv.  A termination or suspension of credit privileges. 

v.  Changes arising merely by operation of law; for example, if the creditor’s 

security interest in a consumer’s car automatically extends to the proceeds when the 

consumer sells the car. 

2.  Skip features.  i.  General.  If a credit program allows consumers to skip or 

reduce one or more payments during the year, or involves temporary reductions in 

finance charges other than reductions in an interest rate (except if § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) or 

(c)(2)(v)(D) applies), no notice of the change in terms is required either prior to the 

reduction or upon resumption of the higher finance charges or payments if these features 

are explained on the account-opening disclosure statement (including an explanation of 

the terms upon resumption).  For example, a merchant may allow consumers to skip the 

December payment to encourage holiday shopping, or a teacher’s credit union may not 

require payments during summer vacation.  Otherwise, the creditor must give notice prior 

to resuming the original schedule or finance charge, even though no notice is required 
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prior to the reduction.  The change-in-terms notice may be combined with the notice 

offering the reduction.  For example, the periodic statement reflecting the reduction or 

skip feature may also be used to notify the consumer of the resumption of the original 

schedule or finance charge, either by stating explicitly when the higher payment or 

charges resume or by indicating the duration of the skip option.  Language such as “You 

may skip your October payment” may serve as the change-in-terms notice. 

ii.  Temporary reductions in interest rates.    If a credit program involves 

temporary reductions in an interest rate, no notice of the change in terms is required 

either prior to the reduction or upon resumption of the original rate if these features are 

disclosed in advance in accordance with the requirements of § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B).  

Otherwise, the creditor must give notice prior to resuming the original rate, even though 

no notice is required prior to the reduction.  The notice provided prior to resuming the 

original rate must comply with the timing requirements of § 226.9(c)(2)(i) and the 

content and format requirements of § 226.9(c)(2)(iv)(A), (B) (if applicable), (C) (if 

applicable), and (D).  See comment 55(b)-3 for guidance regarding the application of 

§ 226.55 in these circumstances.  

3.  Changing from a variable rate to a non-variable rate.  If a creditor is changing 

a rate applicable to a consumer’s account from a variable rate to a non-variable rate, the 

creditor must provide a notice as otherwise required under § 226.9(c) even if the variable 

rate at the time of the change is higher than the non-variable rate.  (See comment 

9(c)(2)(iv)(A)-3.) 

4.  Changing from a non-variable rate to a variable rate.  If a creditor is changing 

a rate applicable to a consumer’s account from a non-variable rate to a variable rate, the 
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creditor must provide a notice as otherwise required under § 226.9(c) even if the non-

variable rate is higher than the variable rate at the time of the change.  (See comment 

9(c)(2)(iv)(A)-4.) 

5.  Temporary rate reductions offered by telephone .  The timing requirements of 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) are deemed to have been met, and written disclosures required by 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) may be provided as soon as reasonably practicable after the first 

transaction subject to a rate that will be in effect for a specified period of time (a 

temporary rate) if: 

i.  The consumer accepts the offer of the temporary rate by telephone; 

ii.  The creditor permits the consumer to reject the temporary rate offer and have 

the rate or rates that previously applied to the consumer’s balances reinstated for 45 days 

after the creditor mails or delivers the written disclosures required by § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B); 

and 

iii.  The disclosures required by § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) and the consumer’s right to 

reject the temporary rate offer and have the rate or rates that previously applied to the 

consumer’s account reinstated are disclosed to the consumer as part of the temporary rate 

offer. 

6.  First listing.  The disclosures required by § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B)(1) are only 

required to be provided in close proximity and in equal prominence to the first listing of 

the temporary rate in the disclosure provided to the consumer.  For purposes of 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B), the first statement of the temporary rate is the most prominent listing 

on the front side of the first page of the disclosure.  If the temporary rate does not appear 

on the front side of the first page of the disclosure, then the first listing of the temporary 
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rate is the most prominent listing of the temporary rate on the subsequent pages of the 

disclosure.  For advertising requirements for promotional rates, see § 226.16(g). 

7.  Close proximity – point of sale.  Creditors providing the disclosures required 

by § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) of this section in person in connection with financing the purchase 

of goods or services may, at the creditor’s option, disclose the annual percentage rate that 

would apply after expiration of the period on a separate page or document from the 

temporary rate and the length of the period, provided that the disclosure of the annual 

percentage rate that would apply after the expiration of the period is equally prominent 

to, and is provided at the same time as, the disclosure of the temporary rate and length of 

the period. 

8.  Disclosure of annual percentage rates.  If a rate disclosed pursuant to 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) or (c)(2)(v)(D) is a variable rate, the creditor must disclose the fact 

that the rate may vary and how the rate is determined.  For example, a creditor could state 

“After October 1, 2009, your APR will be 14.99%.  This APR will vary with the market 

based on the Prime Rate.” 

9.  Deferred interest or similar programs.  If the applicable conditions are met, the 

exception in § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B) applies to deferred interest or similar promotional 

programs under which the consumer is not obligated to pay interest that accrues on a 

balance if that balance is paid in full prior to the expiration of a specified period of time.  

For purposes of this comment and § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B), “deferred interest” has the same 

meaning as in § 226.16(h)(2) and associated commentary.  For such programs, a creditor 

must disclose pursuant to § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B)(1) the length of the deferred interest period 

and the rate that will apply to the balance subject to the deferred interest program if that 
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balance is not paid in full prior to expiration of the deferred interest period.  Examples of 

language that a creditor may use to make the required disclosures under 

§ 226.9(c)(2)(v)(B)(1) include:   

i.  “No interest if paid in full in 6 months.  If the balance is not paid in full in 6 

months, interest will be imposed from the date of purchase at a rate of 15.99%.” 

ii.  “No interest if paid in full by December 31, 2010.  If the balance is not paid in 

full by that date, interest will be imposed from the transaction date at a rate of 15%.” 

10.  Disclosure of the terms of a workout or temporary hardship arrangement.  In 

order for the exception in § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(D) to apply, the disclosure provided to the 

consumer pursuant to § 226.9(c)(2)(v)(D)(2) must set forth: 

i.  The annual percentage rate that will apply to balances subject to the workout or 

temporary hardship arrangement; 

ii.  The annual percentage rate that will apply to such balances if the consumer 

completes or fails to comply with the terms of, the workout or temporary hardship 

arrangement; 

iii.  Any reduced fee or charge of a type required to be disclosed under 

§ 226.6(b)(2)(ii), (b)(2)(iii), or (b)(2)(xii) that will apply to balances subject to the 

workout or temporary hardship arrangement, as well as the fee or charge that will apply if 

the consumer completes or fails to comply with the terms of the workout or temporary 

hardship arrangement;  

iv.  Any reduced minimum periodic payment that will apply to balances subject to 

the workout or temporary hardship arrangement, as well as the minimum periodic 

payment that will apply if the consumer completes or fails to comply with the terms of 
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the workout or temporary hardship arrangement; and 

v.  If applicable, that the consumer must make timely minimum payments in order 

to remain eligible for the workout or temporary hardship arrangement. 

11.  Index not under creditor’s control.  See comment 55(b)(2)-2 for guidance on 

when an index is deemed to be under the card issuer’s control. 

9(d)  Finance charge imposed at time of transaction. 

1.  Disclosure prior to imposition.  A person imposing a finance charge at the time 

of honoring a consumer’s credit card must disclose the amount of the charge, or an 

explanation of how the charge will be determined, prior to its imposition.  This must be 

disclosed before the consumer becomes obligated for property or services that may be 

paid for by use of a credit card.  For example, disclosure must be given before the 

consumer has dinner at a restaurant, stays overnight at a hotel, or makes a deposit 

guaranteeing the purchase of property or services. 

9(e)  Disclosures upon renewal of credit or charge card. 

1.  Coverage.  This paragraph applies to credit and charge card accounts of the 

type subject to § 226.5a.  (See § 226.5a(a)(5) and the accompanying commentary for 

discussion of the types of accounts subject to § 226.5a.)  The disclosure requirements are 

triggered when a card issuer imposes any annual or other periodic fee on such an account 

or if the card issuer has changed or amended any term of a cardholder’s account required 

to be disclosed under § 226.6(b)(1) and (b)(2) that has not previously been disclosed to 

the consumer, whether or not the card issuer originally was required to provide the 

application and solicitation disclosures described in § 226.5a. 
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